Courses that count toward online-credit limit

Spring 2020:
LAW7930-01 Advanced Legal Research
LAW6998-02 Consumer Protection Law
LAW7930-45 Drug Regulation (asynchronous section)
LAW7930-48 Emerging Issues in Energy Law (asynchronous section)
LAW6460-02 Land Use Regulation (asynchronous section)
LAW7930-25 Space Law
LAW7930-42 The Life Cycle of a Real Estate Deal

Summer 2020:
LAW6600-01 Taxation I
LAW7340-01 Conflicts of Law
LAW7939-01 Financial Statements Interpretation
LAW6725-02 Medical Malpractice

Fall 2020:
LAW7930-01 Advanced Legal Research
LAW7939-06 Financial Statements Interpretation
LAW7930-23 International & Foreign Legal Research

Spring 2021:
LAW7930-01 Advanced Legal Research in Administrative Law
LAW7930-47 Climate Change Law Policy & Science (asynchronous section)
LAW7475-02 Coastal & Ocean Law (asynchronous section)
LAW7930-07 Education Law
LAW6330-03 Evidence (asynchronous section)
LAW7930-10 Introduction to International Criminal Law: War Crimes, Genocide, Crimes Against Humanity
LAW7930-17 Oil & Gas (asynchronous section)
LAW7930-32 Real Estate Law Foundations
LAW7930-33 Space Law